18 DIN

The center of our ecoverse

The 18 DIN neck finish of our dropper bottle with a tamper evident transfer ring can accommodate a wide range of closures, including:

- Eurodrop insert and caps
- Dropper pipettes
- Pumps & sprayers
- Applicators & brushes

Regular, Push turn, Tamper evident and Push turn & tamper evident cap options available.

Carow Packaging created the ecoverse, dropper ecoverse, that is.

From the trademarked EuroDrop system to pipettes to pumps to applicators, Carow Packaging offers a line of interchangeable products that fit any dropper bottle with an 18 DIN neck finish allowing you to easily:

- Offer multiple bottle capacities
- Extend your brand or product line
- Transition to tamper evident caps

And Carow Packaging didn't just create the ecoverse, we live in it. 20 years of hands on experience along with considerable capital and educational investment has made Carow Packaging an industry leader in drop dispensing. Let us share our knowledge and experience to help you enhance the integrity and image of your aromatherapy products.

See reverse side for Dropper Ecoverse options
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The dropper ecoverse includes multiple dispensing options that are interchangeable when used with a dropper bottle with an 18 DIN neck finish.

EuroDrop
A cap and insert system that provides improved drop dispensing. Pair a vertical or horizontal insert with a regular, tamper evident, push turn, or push turn and tamper evident cap.

Drop per Pipettes
A practical and widely accepted method to dispense drops. Carow offers a vast selection of bulbs and pipette materials, cap styles and deco options.

Dropper Bottles
Glass and PET dropper bottles are available in amber, flint, cobalt, green and violet in capacities ranging from 5-200ml. Showcase essential oils and aromatherapy products in this versatile container.

Pumps
The Mesa or Pinnacle treatment pumps allow you to extend your aromatherapy product line into fine mist and dispensing. Available in 0.05-0.19 cc output.

Applications
Brushes, glass rods and plastic spatulas combined with leak proof plug-seal caps can be applied to just about any product. Standard lengths to fit 5-30ml bottles and custom lengths available.